I. INTRODUCTION
ONCOHERENT detection of digital signals is an N attractive strategy in situations where carrier phase recovery is difficult because most of the drawbacks of a phase-locked loop (PLL), used to approximately implement coherent detection, may be avoided. Specifically, typical problems of PLLs such as false-lock, phase slips or loss of lock caused by severe fading or oscillator frequency instabilities are simply by-passed.
Early noncoherent receivers for CPM are differential detectors [5]. These receivers exhibit a significant performance degradation with respect to optimal coherent receivers because of intrinsic inter-symbol interference (1%) and noise correlation which affect the demodulated signal. A different approach to differential detection is presented in [6] based on Laurent decomposition of binary CPM signals as a sum of linearly modulated components [7] . In [6], the author approximates the branch metrics of a coherent receiver estimating the carrier phase on the basis of the previous observation under the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. Although the obtained receiver uses the VA, its performance is far from that of the optimal coherent detector because of the differential detection approach. Another approach which fills the gap between coherent and differential detection, is based on multiplesymbol differential detection and is presented in [8] for full response CPM. This approach is extended to coded CPM and Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) modulation in [9] and [lo], respectively. Multiplesymbol differential receivers are based on maximum likelihood detection of a block of information symbols based on a finite signal observation subject to a random phase. 0-7803-5106-1/98/$10 00 0 1998 IEEE A reduced-complexity multiple differential detection algorithm for CPM schemes, which makes use of the output of j-symbol differential detectors processed in an optimal manner using the VA, is presented in [12]. Another trellis-based noncoherent detection scheme is proposed in [13] .
In general terms, the performance of noncoherent detection schemes based on extended o b s e k t i o n windows improves for increasing observation length and receiver complexity and approaches that of optimal coherent detection. This result was first noted for CPM in [14] and confirmed in most of the cited references.
In this paper, starting from the branch meirics of the optimal coherent detector, we derive new noncoherent detection schemes for CPM signals using Laurent representation in which Es is the energy per information symbol, T is the symbol interval, h = k / p is the modulation index (k and p are relatively prime integers), the information symbols are independent and take on values in the M-ary alphabet { f l , f3,. . . , f ( M -1)) with equal probability and a = (00, q,. . . , a n , . . .) denotes the information sequence. The function q ( t ) is the phase smoothing response and is assumed to satisfy the condition 0
in which L is a positive integer and LT is the duration of the frequency pulse g ( t ) = -. [15] . By truncating the summation in (3) considering only the first K < Q P ( 2 P -1 ) terms, we obtain an approximation of s ( t , a ) . As shown in [15] , most of the signal power is concentrated in the first 2 p -1 = M -1 components, i.e., those associated to the pulses { h k ( t ) } with 0 5 k 5 2p -2. As a consequence a value of K = 2 p 2 1 may be used in equation (3) to attain a very good tradeoff between approximation quality and number of signal components. For K = 2 p -1, this approximation may be slightly improved by modifying the pulses { h k ( t ) } in order to minimize the mean square error (MSE) with respect to the exact signal. These modified pulses are also expressed in [15].
'NONCOHERENT SEQUENCE DETECTION
The complex envelope of the received signal may be modeled as
where w(t) is a complex-valued Gaussian white noise process with independent components, each with twosided power spectral density NO, and 8 is a constant phase shift introduced by the channel.
Under the assumption of a constant channel phase model, it may easily be shown that the sampled outputs of the filters matched to the pulses of the extended Laurent representation are a sufficient statistic for optimal detection of the information sequence. This conclusion holds for both known and unknown stochastic phase models. For an unknown deterministic phase model, adopting joint maximum likelihood estimation of data and phase as a heuristic detection approach, these sampled outputs are still a sufficient statistic (this conclusion turns out to hold even for other heuristic approaches). Assuming perfect knowledge of symbol timing, the output, sampled at time nT, of a filter matched to the pulse h k ( t ) may be expressed as where and (7) 
Pm,k(t) = hm(t) 8 h k ( -t ) .
From (6) we may easily observe that Y k , n # U H ,~ because of IS1 and interference from other signal components. The noise terms are characterized by the following crosscorrelation function which depends on the shape of pulses P m , k ( t ) .
A coherent receiver for CPM signals based on the extended Laurent representation processes these sampled outputs by means of a VA with branch metrics [17] where Er is a hypothetical information sequence. The performance of this simplified coherent receiver is practically equal to that of the optimal coherent receiver [17] . The proposed noncoherent detection schemes extend the approach in [6] to multilevel CPM and longer observation intervals. It is based on the idea of estimating the phase 0 using the sampled outputs of some matched filters. This estimation takes into account both IS1 and noise correlation. Specifically, at time instant nT we use: the sampled outputs of the first kl matched filters at time ( n -1)T, those of the first k2 matched filters at time ( n -2 ) T and so on until those of the first k n -1 filters at time ( n -N + 1)T where N is an integer. The likelihood function for data-aided ML estimation of the phase 0, based on observation X n , is easily deriGed and reads A ( B ) = exp { -(xn -e j B y n ) * T c -l ( x n -e j ' y n ) } (11) where 6 is the independent variable and C = E{nnnET} is the noise covariance matrix with components obtainable by (8). It is easy to verify that the resulting ML estimator is such that A In order to derive a noncoherent detection scheme, we proceed by replacing the unknown phasor .-ae in (9) with the estimator ( 1 2 ) . To circumvent the need for the correct data sequence, which affects vector yn, persurvivor processing (PSP) is adopted [16] . Specifically, a PSP-based estimate 6(&) may be defined according to where fk,*(&) = Gi,nyn(&) is the only data dependent factor. These branch metrics may be expressed as functions of the information symbols a,.
With the following definitions
We now provide some details on the expressions of the branch metrics in the special cases of generalized minimum shift keying (MSK-type) modulations, i.e., binary CPM with h = 0.5. We consider, by way of example, N = 4, K = 2 and k = (2,1,1). In this case we have ao,n = j a n a 0 , n -i ; ai,n = j a n a 0 , n -a (16) we may express the components of vectors fk,n(&) as described in the appendix. Accordingly, a trellis state may be defined as pn = (~n -l ,~! n -2 ,~n -3 r~! n -4 ) ( 
17)
and the number of states is S = 16. In section IV, it is shown that a simplified receiver with S = 8 obtained by state reduction, based on simply neglecting the terms of fk,n(&) which depend on c L -4 , performs as well as the receiver with S = 16 states.
For a quaternary CPM modulation with L = 2, we consider the case N = 3, K = 3 and k = ( 3 , l ) . In this case, which is considered in the numerical results, we have xn = (20,n-l, 2 1 , n -l , Z2,n-l, 20,n-2)T Y n = (~0 , n -l ,~l , n -1 ,~2 , n -l ,~o , n -2 )~. The resulting number of states is S = 16.
We point out that in the calculation of the branch metrics, matrix C-' and vectors fk,,,(&) may be precomputed; hence, the receiver has only to perform a linear combination of terms zk,nzT,n-i with known coefficients. It is worth to note that the dependence of these branch metrics on the sampled outputs of the matched filters is through products of the type ~i ,~z f , , -i only. This shows the noncoherent nature of the proposed detection schemes.
One may think that defining the branch metrics by considering the correct expression of the phase estimate 8 given by (13), i.e., without discarding the denominator, performance would improve. We have verified by means of computer simulation that it is not so. The intuitive justification is as follow. The implicit phase estimate of e-'* in the branch metrics is realized in a per-survivor fashion [16]. As a consequence, (13) is interpretable as a phase estimate on the correct survivor only. For this reason a more refined phase estimate does not necessarily improve receiver performance.
Integer N affects the number of previous symbols which aid an implicit per-survivor phase estimator and is intimately related to the definition of trellis state. Obviously, complexity grows with N . In the following, we refer to N as implicit phase memory parameter. Intuitively, a better phase estimate is obtained using a large value of N and in the limit as N + +CO coherent detection performance is obtained. On the other hand, if the channel phase varies, an estimation based on the most recent sampled outputs has a greater accuracy.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have analyzed the performance of the proposed noncoherent detection schemes by computer simulation for GMSK with parameter BT set to 0.25 [18] and a quaternary raised cosine (RC) modulation with frequency pulse duration of 2 symbol intervals (2RC) and a modulation index h = 0.25 [5] . The performance of receivers with various degrees of complexity is shown in Figures 1-2 in terms of bit error rate (BER) versus &/No, Ea being the received signal energy per information bit. The performance of the optimal coherent receiver is also shown for comparison. A general conclusion one can draw from the figures is that the performance improves for increasing receiver complexity and approaches that of optimal coherent detection. Receiver complexity is here defined in terms of: (i) implicit phase memory N, which controls the number of trellis states; (ii) number of matched filter outputs described by the entries of vector k.
For a fixed value of N , the performance greatly improves if the channel phase estimate uses not only the output of the first matched filter ho(-t) but even that of the other matched filters. In fact, from the computation of matrix C-' we may observe that the samples at the output of the matched filters contribute to the implicit phase estimation with a weight which is inversely proportional to the power of the corresponding signal component. Therefore, we have a sort of normalization which implies that samples at the output of different filters have comparable significance. We also note that the number of trellis states does not depend on the number of matched filters, i.e., on the entries of vector k, but only on N and the length of pulses pm,k(t).
We have analyzed the behavior of the proposed detection schemes in the presence of phase jitter. To this purpose, the phase 0 of the received signal is modeled as a Wiener process with incremental variance over a symbol interval equal to U;. Fig. 3 shows the performance of the proposed noncoherent receiver for quaternary 2RC modulation ( h = 0.25) with N = 4, S = 64 and k = (3,1,1) compared to that of a "pseudocoherent" receiver with a 4-state VA, based on a secondorder ML data-aided PLL [17] , implemented according to PSP [16]. In the figure, the value BEQT of the PLL normalized noise equivalent bandwidth has been optimized by simulation for each value of EblNo. As we may note, a jitter standard deviation up to 5 degrees does not degrade significantly the performance of the proposed noncoherent receiver. This may be also noted in fig. 4 which shows, for both receivers, the loss, in terms of signal-to-noise ratio at a BER of as a function of the jitter standard deviation. For completentss, fig. 4 also shows the performance of a pseudocoherent receiver wherein the PLL is directed by tentative decisions [17] . Since this comparison is relative to continuous transmissions, unlike the proposed receivers, the PLL-based-ones are affected by losses of the lock-in condition.
The analysis has been extended to the behavior of the proposed detection schemes in the presence of frequency offsets. In Fig. 5 , the performance of the receiver with N = 4, S = 64 and k = (3,1,1) for quaternary 2RC modulation ( h = 0.25) is shown for different values of the frequency offset v normalized to the symbol interval T . From the figure, we note that frequency offsets up to vT = 10K2 do not entail significant degradation. A simple model of time-varying frequency offsets is a frequency step, possibly due to oscillator instabilities [17] . As a consequence of a frequency step, a decision-directed or PSP-based PLL may loose its lock-in condition. The proposed noncoherent receiver is totally insensitive to such frequency steps as long as the resulting offset is limited, and do not suffer from loss of lock.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, new noncoherent detection schemes for M-ary CPM have been proposed, based on Laurent rep- resentation. The proposed algorithms utilize a dataaided ML phase estimate, based on previous matched filter sampled outputs, in the metrics of the coherent receiver. The need for the correct data sequence is circumvented by per-survivor phase estimation techniques. The complexity-performance tradeoff is controlled by a specific implicit phase memory parameter. The proposed detection schemes are more robust to phase jitter and time-varying frequency offset, with respect to receivers which make use of PLLs, either decision-directed or PSP-based, and allow us to closely approach the performance of a coherent receiver with affordable receiver complexity.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we provide the expressions of the components of vectors fk,n(&) in the case of GMSK modulation with BT = 0.25, neglecting insignificant samples of pulses pm,k ( t ) 
